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Abstract— The current service composition techniques and tools are mainly designed for use by Service-Oriented Architecture 

(SOA) professionals to solve business problems. Little attention has been paid to allowing end-users without sufficient service 

composition skills to compose services and integrate SOA In this paper provides a brief survey of the approaches to semantic 

integration developed by researchers in the ontology community. The system focus on the approaches that differentiate the 

ontology research from other related areas. The goal of the paper is to provide a reader who may not be very familiar with 

ontology research with introduction to major themes in this research and with pointers to different research projects. We 

discuss techniques for finding correspondences between ontologies, declarative ways of representing these correspondences, 

and use of these correspondences in various semantic-integration tasks 
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I.  INTRODUCTION  

In recent years, the software industry has been 

dominated by the web services. Most of the enterprises 

publish their applications on the World Wide Web using web 

services. Web service technology is the heart of Service 

Oriented Architecture (SOA) that meets the interoperability 

demands of the web application. W3C defines web service as 

“a software system designed to support interoperable 

machine to machine interaction over a network.” Web 

services [K. Kritikos, 2009] are self-contained, self-

describing, and loosely coupled software applications that 

can be published, located, and accessed across the web using 

XML-based open standards, namely, SOAP (Simple Object 

Access Protocol), WSDL (Web Service Description 

Language), and UDDI (Universal Description, Discovery and 

Integration). 

The three main components in web service architecture 

are web service provider, web service requester, and UDDI 

registry [B. Hong, 2011] as given in Figure 1. The web 

service provider publishes information about the web 

services in UDDI registry in the form of WSDL file. WSDL 

of a web service is a machine-readable description that 

indicates the service invocation parameters of the web 

service. WSDL is an XML-based language that describes the 

functionality of the web service like location of the service 

and operations (or methods) of the service. Universal 

Description, Discovery and Integration (UDDI) is a platform-

independent, Extensible Markup Language- (XML-) based 

registry for businesses worldwide to list themselves on the 

Internet, used to register and locate web service applications. 

Web service consumer uses UDDI to discover appropriate 

services which meet the requirement using the service 

invocation parameters provided by the web service provider. 

 

Heterogenous Web resources hinder search engines 

and users to discover suitable Web resources for fulfilling 

users’ goal of daily activities. Existing Web resources are 

described in heterogeneous formats. For example, Web 

Service Description Language (WSDL) [chinnachi, 2007] is 

used to describe SOAP-based Web services that make remote 

procedure calls. WSDL is designed for programmers. It is 

difficult to be understood by non-IT professional users. 

HTTP-based APIs are increasingly used by companies in 

[Carlson, 2008]. They are chosen over SOAP-based services. 

However, HTTP-based APIs reveal little information about 

the functionality of the APIs. It is challenging for existing 

search engines such as Google to discover the HTTP-based 

APIs due to the lack of functional descriptions.  

 

II. RELATED WORK 

 
In today’s on-line experience, an end-user, who is 

not familiar with Web services standards and tools, 

frequently re-visits Web sites and uses online services to 

perform repeated activities, such as online shopping. The 

end-user potentially composes an ad-hoc process to fulfil his 
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or her needs. Such an ad-hoc process is characterized by a set 

of tasks performed by end-users without a strict execution 

order. For example, planning a trip is an ad-hoc process for 

many end-users. It involves several tasks, such as searching 

for flight tickets, booking a hotel, and checking the weather 

reports for the destination. These tasks can be performed in 

any order to achieve the goal of trip planning. Currently, an 

end-user needs to manually browse different Web services, 

which provides specialized services to perform each of the 

tasks in order to plan a trip. For example, expedia.com is a 

specialized website for booking hotels and checking flight 

tickets. 

In (Ran 2003) the main idea is to include a QoS 

model into UDDI registries so that QoS parameters can be 

included as search criteria. In fact, they propose to use a QoS 

model as non-functional requirements to enable a service 

search based on functional and non-functional (QoS) 

parameters. They also explain that the current UDDI model 

limits the service discovery to functional requirements. Due 

to this limitation, they propose to incorporate a QoS model 

into UDDI registries. The proposed model will coexist with 

the current UDDI. If no services are found with these 

qualities, feed-back is returned to clients and so they can 

reduce their quality values.  

In (Sreenath and Singh 2004) the authors propose a 

mutual evaluation process between agents to select a web 

service. It selects the best service based on rates given to 

providers by agents. A provider is ranked by an agent and the 

agent's evaluations are, themselves, evaluated by other 

agents. Thus, selecting a service provider involves getting a 

list of rated service providers and choosing the best based on 

a weighted average calculation. The result of the execution of 

the chosen service is then feedback into the service provider 

rating mechanism. The main idea in (Cardoso et al. 2004) is 

an adaptation of Workflow Quality of Services and its 

transposition to web service technologies. First of all, they 

propose to characterize workflows based on their QoS in 

order to better fulfill customers' expectations. The QoS 

model is composed of: time, cost, fidelity and reliability. 

Fidelity means how well workflows, instances and tasks are 

meeting user specifications. Concerning reliability, it is the 

measure of the likelihood that the component performs a task 

demanded by a user. These QoS constraints are implemented 

into METEOR workflow management systems for Genomic 

Projects. 

 

 

Ideas in (Zeng et al. 2003) are very close to our 

proposition regarding the QoS model and also to the 

resolution method. This work treats the services selection 

during the execution process and so it takes into account 

multiple criteria. Thus, the idea is that services are selected 

by the composite service execution engine based on a set of 

criteria. This paper presents a quality model that is 

characterized by non-functional properties: price, duration, 

reputation and availability. Service selection is then 

formulated as an optimization problem and a linear 

programming method is used to compute optimal services 

execution plans to compose services. This work is an 

example of objective aggregation approach. In other words, 

they weight the objectives and then sum them all in order to 

create a single aggregate objective. The transformed problem 

is solved using linear programming. Notice that this 

approach cannot lead to alternative solutions and is not able 

to handle automatically non-linear constraints. 

 The most important difference between our work 

and Zeng et al's work (Zeng et al. 2003) is that, as opposed to 

their work, we do not give any weight to any objective. We 

treat all objectives with the same importance using a multi 

objective optimization approach. Even though our objectives 

are contradictory, they are taken into account simultaneously 

by our resolution algorithm. Web resources for fulfilling a 

user's activity are often distributed in several websites. In 

today’s online experience, users frequently re-visit Web 

resources distributed across different websites to perform 

repeated tasks. For example, a person planning a conference 

trip needs to locate various Web resources to search for 

transportation, reserve accommodation, and look for local 

attractions. In current practices, users have to visit multiple 

websites to find the desired Web resources. The visited Web 

resources are not recorded. Therefore, users cannot 

automatically reuse the already performed process for a 

recurring activity. It is a time-consuming process to manually 

compose Web resources. The result of service composition 

may not provide the optimal outcome. For instance, a user 

may not be able to discover a Web service that provides the 

most economical air ticket. 

 

III. QOS-BASED WEB SERVICE SELECTION 

METHOD 

Some of the current approaches for composition 

first rank the web services before selection. But the 

performance of this approach is less when compared to 

composition approaches that does ranking followed by 

selection. In [Shaozhong, 2009], QoS-based web service 

selection model is discussed. This method is based on 

weightage and normalization of functionally similar services. 

Though this method gets the client’s weightage, there is a 

large difference between the QoS values of a group of 

functionally similar services and QoS value of another 

functionally similar service. During normalization the 

difference between the normalized QoS values becomes 

negligible. Thus user’s weightage does not influence the QoS 

values while ranking the web services. 

Other normalization approach [. C.-F. Lin,2011] used for 

web service selection considers only QoS of the services 

without users QoS requirements and preferences on QoS 
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aspects. But this approach handles the situation when there is 

no feasible solution to fulfill QoS constraints set by users. 

QoS-based web service selection method proposed in [W. 

Rong, 2009] requires a lot of interactions with users and does 

not consider user preferences on various concerned QoS 

aspects. 

Web service composition [E. Bertin, 2009] approaches can 

be classified into manual composition or static composition, 

semiautomatic service composition and automated web 

service composition. In manual composition, composition is 

achieved programmatically through orchestration languages 

like Web Services Business Process Execution Language 

(WS-BPEL). Manual composition of services consumes a lot 

of time and it cannot adapt to the dynamic environment. 

Semiautomatic service composition involves the end user in 

the management of composition through a graphical 

interface, for example, YAHOO PIPES. This kind of 

approach also requires users with knowledge in the 

development and consumes a lot of time. 

 

In automatic web service composition, the system processes 

the user’s request and generates the composite service. This 

paper focuses on automatic web service composition 

considering functional and non-functional aspect of web 

services. Advantages of using automatic web service 

composition approach are that it(i)minimizes user 

intervention,(ii)accelerates the process of producing a 

composite service that satisfies the user 

request,(iii)eliminates the human errors,(iv)reduces cost.Four 

distinct approaches for automated web service composition 

are workflow based, model-based, mathematics-based, and 

AI planning approaches. Some of the other approaches 

include heuristic approaches which use algorithms like 

genetic algorithm. 

Many automatic approaches do not take QoS attributes into 

account. Gu et al. [Z. Gu, 2008] proposed an approach 

without considering QoS aspects and it lacks correctness in 

composition. The workflow approach proposed by Ardagna 

et al. [D. Ardagna, 2007] focused on adaptation and 

flexibility of service composition modeled as business 

processes. BPEL process is created and then annotated with 

global and local constraints. The QoS constraints are 

expressed in the Service Level Agreement (SLA). WSQosX 

proposed in [M. Spahn,2006] is a workflow engine which 

calculates an execution plan that maximizes the overall QoS. 

The main limitation is that many candidate web services for 

the composition are selected which reduces the efficiency of 

the approach. Workflows are limited to simple schemas and 

some of the approaches are manual. 

IV. MODEL-BASED QOS APPROACHES 

Model-based approaches include [D. Berardi, 2005]. The 

model-based approach proposed in [12] uses UML activity 

diagrams to model service compositions. The UML diagrams 

are then used to generate executable BPEL processes using 

XSLT transformations. Model-based approaches are time-

consuming and not fully automated. 

Some of the mathematics-based approaches are [D. Skogan, 

2004]. The QoS aware service composition problem has been 

defined as mathematical problems such as integer linear 

planning, single objective problem with QoS constraints, and 

the multiple objective problem with QoS constraints which 

are the most common ones. For the service composition, LIP 

can help to get the best solution without constructing all the 

possible composite services. However, it can only be 

available for the composition problems with small volumes 

since the traditional branch and bound technique has its 

computation limitations. On the other hand, it also asks for 

the linearization of the objective function and the 

corresponding constraints. 

The AI based approach proposed in [I.-H. Kwon, 2008] is 

complex and some of the other approaches based on “AI 

planning” will not endure when any one of the web service 

within the composition plan fails. 

PSR system (precomputing solutions for web service 

composition in an RDBMS) proposed by Lee et al. [B. Hong, 

2011] implemented web service composition using a 

relational database. This approach is efficient in a large 

number of services, but it does not consider QoS aspects of 

composition. 

These shortcomings motivated us to build QoS aware 

automatic web service composition framework using a 

ontology concepts on semantic web. Our proposed 

framework is flexible in supporting user preferences over 

QoS criteria and also allows user to specify the constraints. 

V. PROBLEM MODEL 

Many authors have studied the problem of web 

services composition, but only a few have worried about how 

complex this composition could be. Concerning our Travel 

problem, consider that we can now have more than ten tasks 

to be executed and over a hundred candidate services; with 

the daily growth of the Internet, these figures may soon be 

realistic. Thus, combining each task, respecting their 

restrictions and respectively finding the service to execute 

the tasks can be considered as a combinatory problem. Since 

we treat our services composition as a combinatory problem 
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it requires optimization, so our Travel problem can be treated 

as an optimization problem. Optimization problems require 

basically two elements: a search space composed of potential 

solutions and an objective function to be optimized. The 

search space may be restricted by a set of constraints. In our 

example, prior to execute the services, it is necessary to find 

optimal composition. In order to achieve optimal 

compositions we defined four main objectives that should be 

optimized: cost, time, reputation and availability. In addition 

to these objectives, we restricted the search space using 

constraints stating, for example, that one service can only be 

allocated to one task. Actually these objectives are our QoS 

model explained earlier. Since each QoS variable will be 

described inside a service, our optimization problem will 

retrieve these values in order to make possible combinations. 

The QoS (non-functional criteria) model was used as the 

objectives to be optimized because we need to differentiate 

candidate services with identical functionalities.  

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

 

In the framework they are addresses the challenge issues 

web service composition and QoS aware automatic web 

service composition framework which is flexible in 

satisfying multiple QoS requirements and also considers the 

user preferences. User can specify his preferences over QoS 

parameters which makes the web service composition more 

flexible. In this approach dynamically composes web 

services and the composition plans are generated 

automatically. They have considered six QoS criteria and 

also considered user’s constraints over these parameters. Our 

system also allows user to provide feedback after 

composition which updates the reputation of those services 

immediately. Evaluated our algorithm based on the 

computation time for ranking and composition based on 

different number of service providers and number of tasks. 

Our experiments showed that our QAWSC composition 

framework yields lower execution time and supports user 

preferences and In the future, We plan to test model 

proposed framework using standard datasets like WS-

Challenge datasets. 
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